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Abstract
An algebraic interpretation of the one-variable quantum q-Krawtchouk polynomials is provided
in the framework of the Schwinger realization of Uq(sl2) involving two independent q-oscillators.
The polynomials are shown to arise as matrix elements of unitary “q-rotation” operators ex-
pressed as q-exponentials in the Uq(sl2) generators. The properties of the polynomials (orthogo-
nality relation, generating function, structure relations, recurrence relation, difference equation)
are derived by exploiting the algebraic setting. The results are extended to another family of
polynomials, the affine q-Krawtchouk polynomials, through a duality relation.
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1 Introduction
This paper is concerned with the algebraic interpretation and characterization of two families of
univariate basic orthogonal polynomials: the quantum and the affine q-Krawtchouk polynomials.
Recently, some of us have offered [9, 10] a remarkably simple description of the multivariate
Krawtchouk orthogonal polynomials introduced by Griffiths [13] as matrix elements of the unitary
representations of the orthogonal groups on multi-oscillator quantum states. These polynomials of
Griffiths have as special cases the polynomials of Krawtchouk type proposed by Tratnik [22] which
correspond to particular rotations. q-analogs of these Tratnik polynomials were offered by Gasper
and Rahman [8]; their bispectrality was established by Geronimo and Iliev [11] in the q = 1 case
and by Iliev [14] in the basic case. It would be desirable to obtain the algebraic underpinning of the
multivariate q-Krawtchouk polynomials that parallels the fruitful framework developed in the q= 1
case, that is to relate the polynomials to matrix elements of “q-rotations” on q-oscillator states.
As a first essential step towards that goal, we elaborate here this picture in the one-variable
case. The univariate quantum q-Krawtchouk polynomials will be shown to arise as matrix elements
of products of q-exponentials in Uq(sl2) generators realized à la Schwinger with two independent q-
oscillators. By conjugation, these operators effect non-linear automorphisms of the quantum algebra
Uq(sl2). While this connection between Uq(sl2) and q-analogs of the Krawtchouk polynomials is
mentioned in [25], the detailed characterization needed for an extension to an arbitrary number
of variables is carried out here in full. Using the algebraic interpretation, the main properties of
the quantum q-Krawtchouk polynomials such as the orthogonality relation, the generating function,
the structure relations, the difference equation, and the recurrence relation will be derived. Our
approach will be seen to entail similar results for the univariate affine q-Krawtchouk polynomials
through a duality relation. The novelty of the results presented here does not lie of course in the
characteristic formulas for the polynomials but in their detailed algebraic interpretation.
Let us point out that an algebraic interpretation of the q-Krawtchouk was originally obtained by
Koornwinder some time ago [18] in a quantum group setting, that is using the quantum function al-
gebra dual to Uq(sl2). A comparison and a detailed connection between the quantum group approach
and the quantum algebra one favored here was given in [6]. While the two methods are fundamen-
tally equivalent, the latter closely follows the representations of Lie groups via the exponentiation
of algebra generators and reveals simplicity advantages that shall be helpful in higher dimensional
generalizations. In that vein, the embedding of Uq(sl2) in the two-dimensional q-Weyl algebra via
the use of q-oscillators and the Schwinger realization offers a refined structure that entails, as shall
be seen, forward and backward relations for the polynomials. Let us further note that a number of
other different algebraic treatments of the various q-generalizations of the Krawtchouk polynomials
can be found in [1, 4, 17, 20, 21].
The paper is organized as follows. In Section I, some elements of q-analysis are reviewed, the
Schwinger realization of Uq(sl2) is revisited and the unitary q-rotation operators are constructed.
In section II, the matrix elements of the q-rotation operators are calculated directly and expressed
in terms of the quantum q-Krawtchouk polynomials. In section III, the structure relations for the
polynomials are derived. In section IV, two types of generating functions are obtained. In section VI,
the recurrence relation and the difference equation are recovered. In section VII, the duality relation
between the quantum q-Krawtchouk and the affine q-Krawtchouk is examined. A conclusion follows.
2 The Schwinger model for Uq(sl2) and q-rotations
In this section, the necessary elements of q-analysis are presented, the Schwinger realization of
Uq(sl2) is reviewed, and the unitary q-rotation operators are constructed.
2.1 Elements of q-analysis
We adopt the notation and conventions of [7]. The basic hypergeometric series is defined by
rφs
(a1, . . . ,ar
b1, . . . ,bs
∣∣∣ q, z)= ∞∑
n=0
(a1; q)n · · · (ar; q)n
(q; q)n(b1; q)n · · · (bs; q)n
[
(−1)nq(n2)
]1+s−r
zn, (1)
with
(n
2
)= n(n−1)/2 and where (a; q)n stands for the q-shifted factorial
(a; q)n =
{
1, n=0,
(1−a)(1−aq) · · · (1−aqn−1), n=1,2, . . ..
The q-shifted factorials satisfy a number of identities (see Appendix I of [7]); for example, a direct
expansion shows that
(a; q)n−k =
(a; q)n
(q1−n/a; q)k
(−q/a)k q(k2)−nk, (2)
where n and k are integers. The q-binomial coefficients are defined by[
a
b
]
q
= (q; q)a
(q; q)b(q; q)a−b
. (3)
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It is seen that in the limit q ↑ 1, the coefficients (3) tend to the ordinary binomial coefficients. The
q-exponential functions will play an important role in what follows. The little q-exponential, denoted
by eq(z), is defined as
eq(z)= 1φ0
(
0
−
∣∣∣ q, z)= ∞∑
n=0
zn
(q; q)n
= 1
(z; q)∞
, (4)
for |z| < 1 and the big q-exponential, denoted Eq(z), is given by
Eq(z)= 0φ0
(−
−
∣∣∣ q,−z)= ∞∑
n=0
q(
n
2)
(q; q)n
zn = (−z; q)∞. (5)
It follows that eq(z)Eq(−z) = 1. The q-extensions of the Baker-Campbell-Hausdorff formula [5, 15]
shall be needed. The first relation reads
Eq(λX )Y eq(−λX )=
∞∑
n=0
λn
(q; q)n
[X ,Y ]n, (6)
where
[X ,Y ]0 =Y , [X ,Y ]n+1 = qn X [X ,Y ]n− [X ,Y ]nX , n=0,1,2, . . .
The second relation is of the form
eq(λX )Y Eq(−λX )=
∞∑
n=0
λn
(q; q)n
[X ,Y ]′n, (7)
where
[X ,Y ]′0 =Y , [X ,Y ]′n+1 = X [X ,Y ]′n− qn [X ,Y ]′nX , n=0,1,2, . . .
One has also the identities
eq(X +Y )= eq(Y )eq(X ), and Eq(X +Y )=Eq(X )Eq(Y ), (8)
for XY = qY X .
2.2 The Schwinger model for Uq(sl2)
Consider two mutually commuting sets {A±,A0} and {B±,B0} of q-oscillator algebra generators that
satisfy the commutation relations
[A0,A±]=±A±, [A−,A+]= qA0 , A−A+− qA+A−= 1, (9a)
[B0,B±]=±B±, [B−,B+]= qB0 , B−B+− qB+B− = 1, (9b)
and [A·,B·]= 0. It follows from (9) that
A+A− =
1− qA0
1− q , B+B− =
1− qB0
1− q .
The algebra (9) has a standard representation on the orthonormal states
|nA,nB〉 ≡|nA〉⊗|nB〉, nA,nB = 0,1,2, . . . (10)
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defined by the following actions of the generators on the factors of the tensor product states:
X−|nX 〉 =
√
1− qnx
1− q |nX −1〉, X+|nX 〉 =
√
1− qnX+1
1− q |nX +1〉, X0|nX 〉 = nX |nX 〉, (11)
with X = A or B. It is seen that when q ↑ 1, the representation (11) goes to the standard oscillator
representation (see for example Chap. 5 of [3]). Moreover, one has X
†
± = X∓ in this representation.
The Schwinger realization of the quantum algebra Uq(sl2) is obtained by taking [2]
J+ = q−
A0+B0−1
4 A+B−, J− = q−
A0+B0−1
4 A−B+, J0 =
A0−B0
2
. (12)
It can be verified, using the commutation relations (9), that the generators (12) satisfy the defining
relations of Uq(sl2) which read
[J0,J±]=±J±, [J+,J−]=
qJ0 − q−J0
q1/2− q−1/2 .
Upon taking k= q2J0 , e = J+ and f = J−, the Chevalley presentation is obtained [24]:
kk−1 = k−1k= 1, k1/2e = qek1/2, k1/2 f = q−1 f k1/2, [e, f ]= k
1/2−k−1/2
q1/2− q−1/2 .
The representation of the oscillator algebra (11) on the states (10) can be used to construct a repre-
sentation of Uq(sl2). Let N be a non-negative integer and consider the (N +1)-dimensional vector
space spanned by the states
|n〉N ≡|n,N−n〉, n= 0, . . . ,N. (13)
The states (13) are orthonormal, i.e.
N′〈n′|n〉N = δnn′δNN′ .
It follows from (11) that the action of the Uq(sl2) generators (12) on the basis vectors (13) is given by
J+|n〉N = q(1−N)/4
√
(1− qn+1)
1− q
(1− qN−n)
1− q |n+1〉N ,
J−|n〉N = q(1−N)/4
√
(1− qn)
1− q
(1− qN−n+1)
1− q |n−1〉N ,
J0|n〉N = (n−N/2)|n〉N.
(14)
The actions (14) correspond to the finite-dimensional irreducible representations of Uq(sl2) [24].
Hence the direct product states (13) of two independent q-oscillators with fixed sums of the quantum
numbers nA, nB support the irreducible representations of the quantum algebra Uq(sl2).
2.3 Unitary q-rotation operators and matrix elements
Let us now construct, as in [25], the unitary q-rotation operators. In analogy with Lie theory, we
seek to construct these operators as q-exponentials in the generators. Upon using the conjugation
formula (7) and the commutation relations (9), a straightforward calculation shows that
eq(αA−B+)A+B−Eq(−αA−B+)= A+B−+
α
(1− q)2 q
A0 − α
(1− q)2
1
1−αA−B+
qB0 ,
4
and
eq(αA−B+)qB0 Eq(−αA−B+)=
1
1−αA−B+
qB0 ,
where the formal substitution
∑
n X
n = 1
1−X was made. Combining the above identities, one finds
eq(αA−B+)
[
A+B−+
α
(1− q)2 q
B0
]
Eq (−αA−B+)= A+B−+
α
(1− q)2 q
A0 .
and hence one has
eq(αA−B+) eq
(
βA+B−+
αβ
(1− q)2 q
B0
)
= eq
(
βA+B−+
αβ
(1− q)2 q
A0
)
eq(αA−B+).
Since
A+B−qB0 = qqB0 A+B−, and qA0 A+B− = qA+B−qA0 ,
it follows from the identities (8) that
eq(αA−B+) eq
(
αβ
(1− q)2 q
B0
)
eq(βA+B−)= eq(βA+B−)eq
(
αβ
(1− q)2 q
A0
)
eq(αA−B+). (15)
Inverting the relation (15), one finds a similar relation involving big q-exponentials
Eq(γA+B−)Eq
(
− γδ
(1− q)2 q
B0
)
Eq(δA−B+)=Eq(δA−B+)Eq
(
− γδ
(1− q)2 q
A0
)
Eq(γA+B−). (16)
Let θ be a real number such that |θ| < 1 and consider the unitary operator
U(θ)= e1/2q (θ2qB0) eq(θ(1− q)A+B−)Eq(−θ(1− q)A−B+)E1/2q (−θ2qA0). (17)
The relationU†U = 1 follows from (15) and the relationUU† = 1 follows from (16). Acting by conjuga-
tion on the generators (12) in the Schwinger realization, the operator (17) generates automorphisms
of Uq(sl2) (see [25] for details). In light of the 2 : 1 homomorphism between SU(2) and SO(3), the
unitary operator (17) will be referred to as a “q-rotation”’ as it is a q-extension of a SU(2) element
obtained via the exponential map from the algebra to the group. Indeed, upon using the relations
lim
q→1
eq(θ
2qB0)
eq(θ2)
= (1−θ2)B0 = exp (log(1−θ2) B˜0) ,
and
lim
q→1
Eq(−θ2qA0)
Eq(−θ2)
= (1−θ2)−A0 = exp(− log(1−θ2) A˜0) ,
as well as the standard Baker-Campbell-Hausdorff relation [12], the limit as q ↑ 1 of the unitary
operator (17) is seen to be
lim
q→1
U(θ)= exp
(
θp
1−θ2
A˜+ B˜−
)
exp
(
− log(1−θ2) A˜0− B˜0
2
)
exp
(
− θp
1−θ2
A˜−B˜+
)
, (18)
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where A˜± and B˜± satisfy the standard oscillator commutation relations [3]. Since the operators
J˜0 =
A˜0− B˜0
2
, J˜+ = A˜+B˜−, J˜− = A˜−B˜+,
satisfy the su(2) commutation relations
[J˜0, J˜±]=±J˜±, [J˜+, J˜−]= 2J˜0,
one finds that upon taking θ = sinτ, the operator (18) has the expression
lim
q→1
U(sinτ)= exp(tanτJ˜+)exp(−2 log(cosτ)J˜0)exp(−tanτJ˜−).
From the disentangling formulas for SU(2) [23], one finally obtains
lim
q→1
U(sinτ)= exp(τ (J˜+− J˜−)),
which corresponds to a SU(2) group element.
In the following we will focus on the matrix elements of the unitary operator U(θ) given in (17)
in the basis (13) of irreducible representations of Uq(sl2); these matrix elements will be denoted by
χ(N)n,x = N〈n|U(θ) |x〉N , (19)
where n, x∈ {0,1, . . .,N}.
3 Matrix elements and self-duality
In this section, the matrix elements (19) of the q-rotation operators (17) are obtained by a direct
calculation and are shown to involve the quantum q-Krawtchouk polynomials. The weight function
and the orthogonality relation satisfied by these polynomials are derived from the properties of U(θ).
A self-duality relation for the matrix elements is also obtained and the q ↑ 1 limit is examined.
3.1 Matrix elements and quantum q-Krawtchouk polynomials
To obtain the explicit expression of the matrix elements (19) one can proceed directly by expanding
the q-exponentials in (17) according to (4), (5) and use the actions (11) of the generators on the basis
vectors (13). To perform this calculation, it is useful to note that
(A−B+)α|x〉N = (1− q)−α
√
(q; q)x
(q; q)x−α
(q; q)N−x+α
(q; q)N−x
|x−α〉N , (20a)
and
(A+B−)β|x〉N = (1− q)−β
√
(q; q)x+β
(q; q)x
(q; q)N−x
(q; q)N−x−β
|x+β〉N . (20b)
Upon expanding the operator (17) according to (4) and (5), using the actions (20), reversing the order
of the first summation and exchanging the summation order, one finds
U(θ)|x〉N =
N∑
n=0
{
Eq(−θ2qx) eq(θ2qN−n)
(q; q)x(q; q)n
(q; q)N−x(q; q)N−n
}1/2
(−1)x(θ)x+n
×
x∑
γ=0
(−1/θ2)γ
(q; q)γ
q(
x−γ
2 )
(q; q)N−γ
(q; q)x−γ(q; q)n−γ
|n〉N.
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Upon using the identity (2) for the q-shifted factorials, the formulas (4), (5) and (3) for the q-
exponentials and the q-binomial coefficients as well as the definition (1) for the basic hypergeometric
series, one finds from the above the following expression for the matrix elements:
χ(N)n,x = (−1)xθn+xq(
x
2)
[
N
x
]1/2
q
[
N
n
]1/2
q
(θ2; q)1/2
N−n
(θ2; q)1/2x
2φ1
(
q−n, q−x
q−N
∣∣∣ q, qn+1
θ2qN
)
. (21)
The quantum q-Krawtchouk K
Qtm
n (q
−x; p,N; q) of degree n in the variable q−x are defined by [16]
K
Qtm
n (q
−x; p,N; q)= 2φ1
(
q−n, q−x
q−N
∣∣∣ q, p qn+1) . (22)
Comparing the definition (22) with the formula (21), it follows that the matrix elements (19) of the
unitary q-rotation operator (17) can be written as
χ(N)n,x = (−1)xθn+xq(
x
2)
[
N
n
]1/2
q
[
N
x
]1/2
q
(θ2; q)1/2
N−n
(θ2; q)1/2x
K
Qtm
n
(
q−x;
1
θ2qN
,N; q
)
. (23)
This result can be compared with those of [19]. The matrix elements can be cast in the form
χ(N)n,x = (−1)x
√
w
(N)
x K̂
Qtm
n
(
q−x;
1
θ2qN
,N; q
)
, (24)
where w(N)x is a q-analog of the binomial distribution
w(N)x =
[
χ(N)
0,x
]2
=
[
N
x
]
q
(θ2; q)N
(θ2; q)x
θ2xqx(x−1), (25)
and where K̂
Qtm
n
(
q−x; 1
θ2qN
,N; q
)
are the normalized quantum q-Krawtchouk polynomials
K̂
Qtm
n
(
qx;
1
θ2qN
,N; q
)
=
√√√√[N
n
]
q
θ2n
(θ2qN−n; q)n
K
Qtm
n
(
q−x;
1
θ2qN
,N; q
)
. (26)
The orthonormality of the basis states (13) and the unitarity of the operator (17) directly lead to a
pair of orthogonality relations for the quantum q-Krawtchouk polynomials. In fact, one has
N〈n′|UU† |n〉N =
N∑
x=0
N〈n|U |x〉N N〈x|U† |n〉N =
N∑
k=0
χ(N)n,x [χ
(N)
n′,x]
∗ = δnn′ ,
N〈x′|U†U |x〉N =
N∑
n=0
N〈x′|U† |n〉N N〈n|U |x〉N =
N∑
n=0
χ(N)n,x [χ
(N)
n,x′]
∗ = δxx′ ,
where z∗ stands for complex conjugation. Since the matrix elements are real, it follows from the
above that the quantum q-Krawtchouk polynomials (26) satisfy the orthogonality relation
N∑
x=0
w(N)x K
Qtm
n
(
q−x;
1
θ2qN
,N; q
)
K
Qtm
n′
(
q−x;
1
θ2qN
,N; q
)
= δnn′
(q; q)n(q; q)N−n(θ2qN−n; q)n
(q; q)N θ2n
, (27)
with respect to the weight function (25) and the dual orthogonality relation
N∑
n=0
[
N
n
]
q
θ2n
(θ2qN−n; q)n
K
Qtm
n
(
q−x;
1
θ2qN
,N; q
)
K
Qtm
n
(
q−x
′
;
1
θ2qN
,N; q
)
= δxx′
ω(N)x
. (28)
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3.2 Duality
The matrix elements (19) have a self-duality property which can be obtained as follows. Using the
reality of the matrix elements (19) and the unitary of the q-rotation operator (17), one can write
χ(N)n,x = [N〈n|U |x〉N]∗ = N〈x|U† |n〉N = 〈x,N− x|U−1 |n,N−n〉,
where the direct product notation (10) was used for the last equality. It is easily seen from (17)
that the inverse operator U−1 is obtained from U by permuting the algebra generators {A±,A0} with
{B±,B0}. In view of the definition (13) for the states |n〉N , this observation leads to the duality relation
χ(N)n,x =χ(N)N−x,N−n. (29)
The relation (29) allows to exchange the roles of the variable x and the degree n.
3.3 The q ↑ 1 limit
The q ↑ 1 limit can be taken in a straightforward fashion in the matrix elements (21) using the
formula (1) for the basic hypergeometric series. With θ = sinτ, one finds
lim
q→1
χ(N)n,x =
(
N
x
)1/2(
N
n
)1/2
(−1)x tann+xτcosN τ 2F1
(−n,−x
−N
∣∣∣ 1
sin2τ
)
=
(
N
n
)1/2(
N
x
)1/2
(−1)x tann+xτcosN τKn(x; sin2τ;N),
where Kn(x; p;N) are the standard Krawtchouk polynomials [16].
4 Structure relations
In this section, it is shown how the algebraic setting can be used to derive structure relations for the
quantum q-Krawtchouk polynomials.
4.1 Backward relation
Consider the matrix element N−1〈n| A−U |x〉N . The action (11) gives
N−1〈n| A−U |x〉N =
√
1− qn+1
1− q χ
(N)
n+1,x. (30)
Using the unitarity of U , one has also
N−1〈n| A−U |x〉N = N−1〈n|U U† A−U |x〉N . (31)
To obtain a backward relation, one needs to calculate U†A−U . Making use of (15), one has
U†A−U = e1/2q (θ2qA0)eq(θ(1− q)A−B+)Eq(−θ(1− q)A+B−)
×A− eq(θ(1− q)A+B−)Eq(−θ(1− q)A−B+)E1/2q (−θ2qA0).
With the help of formula (6), one easily finds
Eq(−θ(1− q)A+B−)A− eq(θ(1− q)A+B−)= A−+θqA0B−,
8
and thus
U†A−U = e1/2q (θ2qA0)eq(θ(1− q)A−B+)
[
A−+θqA0B−
]
Eq(−θ(1− q)A−B+)E1/2q (−θ2qA0).
The conjugation formula (7) gives
eq(θ(1− q)A−B+)qA0B−Eq(−θ(1− q)A−B+)= qA0B−−θqA0 A−,
and consequently
U†A−U = e1/2q (θ2qA0)
[
(1−θ2qA0)A−+θqA0B−
]
E1/2q (−θ2qA0).
Formally, one has
e1/2q (θ
2qA0)A−E1/2q (−θ2qA0)=
√
1
1−θ2qA0 A−,
and thus one finally obtains
U† A−U =
√
1−θ2qA0 A−+θqA0B−. (32)
Upon inserting the result (32) in (31) and using the actions (11), one finds
N−1〈n| A−U |x〉N =
√
(1− qx)(1−θ2qx−1)
1− q χ
(N−1)
n,x−1 +θqx
√
1− qN−x
1− q χ
(N−1)
n,x .
Combining the above relation with (30), one obtains the backward relation√
1− qn+1 χ(N)
n+1,x =
√
(1− qx)(1−θ2qx−1) χ(N−1)
n,x−1 +θ qx
√
1− qN−x χ(N−1)n,x . (33)
Using the expression (24) and the formula (25) for the weight function, the relation (33) gives for the
quantum q-Krawtchouk polynomials
(1− qN )KQtm
n+1
(
q−x;
1
θ2qN
,N; q
)
= (qx− qN)KQtmn
(
q−x;
1
θ2qN−1
,N−1; q
)
+ q
θ2
(1− q−x)(1−θ2qx−1)KQtmn
(
q−(x−1);
1
θ2qN−1
,N−1; q
)
. (34)
The backward relation (34) can be used to generate polynomials recursively and coincides with the
one given in [16].
4.2 Forward relation
Consider the matrix element N〈n| A+U |x〉N−1. The action (11) gives
N〈n| A+U |x〉N−1 =
√
1− qn
1− q χ
(N−1)
n−1,x . (35)
Taking the conjugate of (32), one has
U† A+U = A+
√
1−θ2qA0 +θqA0B+,
9
which upon using (11) yields
N〈n|U U†A+U |x〉N−1 =
√
(1− qx+1)(1−θ2qx)
1− q χ
(N)
n,x+1+θ qx
√
1− qN−x
1− q χ
(N)
n,x . (36)
Comparing (36) with (35), one obtains the forward relation
√
1− qn χ(N−1)
n−1,x =
√
(1− qx+1)(1−θ2qx)χ(N)
n,x+1+θ qx
√
1− qN−x χ(N)n,x . (37)
For the quantum q-Krawtchouk polynomials, the relation (37) translates into(
1− qn
1− qN
)
K
Qtm
n−1
(
q−x;
1
θ2qN−1
,N−1; q
)
=
θ2 qx K
Qtm
n
(
q−x;
1
θ2qN
,N; q
)
−θ2qx KQtmn
(
q−(x+1);
1
θ2qN
,N; q
)
. (38)
It is verified that (38) corresponds to the one found in [16].
4.3 Dual backward and forward relations
The self-duality property (29) can be exploited to derive additional relations from the backward and
forward relations (33) and (37) satisfied by the matrix elements. From (29), one finds that√
1− qN−x χ(N)n,x =
√
(1− qN−n)(1−θ2qN−n−1)χ(N−1)n,x +θqN−n
√
1− qn χ(N−1)
n−1,x ,√
1− qN−x χ(N−1)
n−1,x =
√
(1− qN−n+1)(1−θ2qN−n)χ(N)
n−1,x+θqN−n
√
1− qn χ(N)n,x ,
which translate into other type of identities for the quantum q-Krawtchouk polynomials. Equiva-
lently, one can consider matrix elements of the form N〈n|U B± |x〉N and use the identities
UB+U† =B+
√
1−θ2qB0 +θqB0 A+, and UB−U† =
√
1−θ2qB0B−+θqB0 A−. (39)
5 Generating function
In this section, two generating functions for the quantum q-Krawtchouk are derived. The first one
generates the polynomials with respect to the degrees and the other with respect to the variables.
5.1 Generating function with respect to the degrees
Consider the matrix element N〈0|V (t)U(θ) |x〉N where V (t) is the operator
V (t)=Eq(t(1− q)A−B+)E1/2q (−θ2qB0).
Upon expanding the big q-exponentials according to (5), using the action (20a) and the definition (19)
of the matrix elements of U(θ), it is directly checked that
N〈0|V (t)U(θ) |x〉N =
N∑
n=0
[
N
n
]1/2
q
E1/2q (−θ2qN−n) qn(n−1)/2 χ(N)n,x tn.
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With the identity
Eq(−λ qn)=
Eq(−λ)
(λ; q)n
,
and the explicit expression (23) for the matrix elements χ(N)n,x , one can write
N〈0|V (t)U(θ) |x〉N =
(−θ)x qx(x−1)/2
(θ2; q)1/2x
[
N
x
]1/2
q
E1/2q (−θ2)
N∑
n=0
[
N
n
]
q
qn(n−1)/2KQtmn
(
q−x;
1
θ2qN
,N; q
)
(θ t)n, (40)
which has the form of a generating function for the quantum q-Krawtchouk polynomials. Let us
compute the matrix element N〈0|V (t)U(θ) |x〉N in a different way. It follows from (16) that
Eq(γA−B+)eq(−δA+B−)= eq
(
γδ
(1− q)2 q
B0
)
eq(−δA+B−)Eq(γA−B+)Eq
( −γδ
(1− q)2 q
A0
)
, (41)
With γ= t(1− q) and δ=−θ(1− q), the above identity gives
V (t)U(θ)=
eq(−θ tqB0)eq(θ(1− q)A+B−)Eq(t(1− q)A−B+)Eq(θ tqA0)Eq(−θ(1− q)A−B+)E1/2q (−θ2qA0),
which leads to the expression
N〈0|V (t)U(θ) |x〉N = eq(−θ tqN)E1/2q (−θ2qx)
N〈0| Eq(t(1− q)A−B+)Eq(θtqA0)Eq(−θ(1− q)A−B+) |x〉N .
Upon using the identity
eq(λq
n)= eq(λ) (λ; q)n,
and the orthonormality of the states, one easily obtains
N〈0|V (t)U(θ) |x〉N =
(−θ)xqx(x−1)/2
(θ2; q)1/2x
[
N
x
]1/2
q
E1/2q (−θ2) (−θt; q)N
x∑
γ=0
(t/θ)γqγ(γ+1)/2
(q; q)γ
(q−x; q)γ
(−θt; q)γ
. (42)
Comparing (40) with (42), using (1) and taking z= θ t, one finds the following generating function for
the quantum q-Krawtchouk polynomials
(−z; q)N 1φ1
(
q−x
−z
∣∣∣ q,− qz
θ2
)
=
N∑
n=0
[
N
n
]
q
qn(n−1)/2K (Qtm)n
(
q−x;
1
θ2qN
,N; q
)
zn. (43)
Using the identity
(q−N ; q)n =
(q; q)N
(q; q)N−n
(−1)n q(n2)−Nn, (44)
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defining v=−qN z and taking p = 1
θ2qN
, the relation (43) takes the form
(vq−N ; q)N 1φ1
(
q−x
vq−N
∣∣∣ q, p q v)= N∑
n=0
(q−N ; q)n
(q; q)n
K
Qtm
n
(
q−x; p,N; q
)
vn. (45)
The RHS of (45) corresponds to one of the generating functions given in [16]. In the latter reference
however, the LHS is given in terms of a 2φ1 basic hypergeometric series. The results of [16] can be
recovered as follows. Consider the identity ([7] Appendix III):
2φ1
(
q−n,b
c
∣∣∣ q, z)= (c/b; q)n
(c; q)n
3φ2
(
q−n,bzq−n/c
bq1−n/c,0
∣∣∣ q, q).
With b→λb and z→ z/λ, taking the limit as λ→∞ gives the transformation formula
1φ1
(
q−n
c
∣∣∣ q, t)= 1
(c; q)n
2φ1
(
q−n, tq−n/c
0
∣∣∣ q, cqn) .
Upon using the above identity and the relation
(aq−n ;q)n
(aq−n ;q)k
= (aqk−n; q)n−k, the generating relation (45)
becomes
(vqx−N; q)N−x 2φ1
(
q−x, pqN−x+1
0
∣∣∣ q,vqx−N)= N∑
n=0
(q−N ; q)n
(q; q)n
K
Qtm
n
(
q−x; p,N; q
)
vn,
which coincides with the generating function given in [16].
5.2 Generating function with respect to the variables
To obtain a generating function where the sum is performed on the variables, one can consider the
matrix element N〈n|U(θ)W(t) |0〉x where
W(t)= e1/2q (θ2qA0) eq(t(1− q)A+B−).
On the one hand, expanding the q-exponentials and using (23) yields
N〈n|U(θ)W(t) |0〉N = e1/2q (θ2qN−n) θn
[
N
n
]1/2
q
N∑
x=0
[
N
x
]
q
(−θt)xqx(x−1)/2 KQtmn
(
q−x;
1
θ2qN
,N; q
)
,
(46)
which has the form of a generating function. On the other hand, the identity (41) gives
N〈n|U(θ)W(t) |x〉N =
e1/2q (θ
2qN−n) Eq(−θt) N〈n| eq(θ(1− q)A+B−) eq(θtqB0) eq(t(1− q)A+B−) |0〉N .
With the identity (2), one directly finds from the above
N〈n|U(θ)W(t) |0〉x = e1/2q (θ2qN−n) θn
[
N
n
]1/2
q
(θt; q)N
N∑
γ=0
(
qn−N+1
θ2
)γ
(q; q)γ
(q−n; q)γ
(
q1−N
θt ; q)γ
. (47)
Upon comparing (47) with (46) and taking z=−θt, one obtains the generating relation
(−z; q)N 2φ1
(
q−n,0
− q1−N
z
∣∣∣ q, qn+1
θ2qN
)
=
N∑
x=0
[
N
x
]
q
qx(x−1)/2 KQtmn
(
q−x;
1
θ2qN
,N; q
)
zx. (48)
Using (44), defining w=−qN z and taking p = 1
θ2qN
, one writes (48) as
(wq−N ; q)N 2φ1
(
q−n,0
q
w
∣∣∣ q, p qn+1)= N∑
x=0
(q−N ; q)x
(q; q)x
K
Qtm
n (q
−x; p,N; q)wx. (49)
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6 Recurrence relation and difference equation
In this section, the recurrence relation and the difference equation satisfied by the matrix elements
χ(N)n,x of the unitary q-rotation operators U(θ) are obtained and the corresponding relations for the
quantum q-Krawtchouk polynomials are recovered.
6.1 Recurrence relation
To obtain a recurrence relation for the matrix elements χ(N)n,x , one may consider the matrix element
N〈n|U B+B− |x〉N . On the one hand, one has
N〈n|U B+B− |x〉N =
(
1− qN−x
1− q
)
χ(N)n,x . (50)
On the other hand, the conjugation identities (39) give
UB+B−U† =(
B+(1−θ2qB0)B−+θB+
√
1−θ2qB0 qB0 A−+θqB0 A+
√
1−θ2qB0B−+θ2q2B0 A+A−
)
,
and thus
N〈n|U B+B− |x〉N =
(
(1− qN−n)(1−θ2qN−n−1)
1− q
)
χ(N)n,x
+θ qN−n−1
√
(1− qn+1)(1− qN−n)(1−θ2qN−n−1)
(1− q)2 χ
(N)
n+1,x
+θqN−n
√
(1− qn)(1−θ2qN−n)(1− qN−n+1)
(1− q)2 χ
(N)
n−1,x+θ2q2(N−n)
(
1− qn
1− q
)
χ(N)n,x . (51)
Comparing (51) and (50), one finds that the matrix elements satisfy the recurrence relation
(1− qN−x) χ(N)n,x = (1− qN−n)(1−θ2qN−n−1)χ(N)n,x
+θqN−n−1
√
(1− qn+1)(1− qN−n)(1−θ2qN−n−1)χ(N)
n+1,x
+θqN−n
√
(1− qn)(1−θ2qN−n)(1− qN−n+1) χ(N)
n−1,x+θ2q2(N−n)(1− qn) χ(N)n,x . (52)
Using the expression (23), one finds that the recurrence relation for the quantum q-Krawtchouk
polynomials is of the form
(1− qN−x) KQtmn
(
q−x;
1
θ2qN
,N; q
)
= θ2qN−n−1(1− qN−n) KQtm
n+1
(
q−x;
1
θ2qN
,N; q
)
+
[
(1−θ2qN−n−1)(1− qN−n)−θ2q2(N−n)(1− qn)
]
K
Qtm
n
(
q−x;
1
θ2qN
,N; q
)
+ qN−n(1−θ2qN−n)(1− qn) KQtm
n−1
(
q−x;
1
θ2qN
,N; q
)
. (53)
It can be checked that the recurrence relation (53) coincides with the one given in [16].
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6.2 Difference equation
To obtain the difference equation satisfied by the matrix elements χ(N)n,x and consequently by the
quantum q-Krawtchouk polynomials, one could consider the matrix element N〈n| A+A−U |x〉N and
use the conjugation identities (6) and (7) to compute U†A+A−U . Alternatively, one can start from
the recurrence relation (52) and use the duality relation (29). Applying the duality on (52), one finds
(1− qN−x) χ(N)
N−x,N−n = (1− q
N−n)(1−θ2qN−n−1) χ(N)
N−x,N−n
+θqN−n−1
√
(1− qn+1)(1− qN−n)(1−θ2qN−n−1)χ(N)
N−x,N−n−1
+θqN−n
√
(1− qn)(1−θ2qN−n)(1− qN−n+1) χ(N)
N−x,N−n+1+θ
2q2(N−n)(1− qn) χ(N)
N−x,N−n.
Upon taking x → N −n and n → N − x, one obtains the following difference equation for the matrix
elements χ(N)n,x :
(1− qn) χ(N)n,x = (1− qx)(1−θ2qx−1) χ(N)n,x
+θqx−1
√
(1− qN−x+1)(1− qx)(1−θ2qx−1) χ(N)
n,x−1
+θqx
√
(1− qN−x)(1−θ2qx)(1− qx+1) χ(N)
n,x+1+θ2q2x(1− qN−x) χ(N)n,x . (54)
Using the expression (23), the relation (54) gives
(1− qn) KQtmn
(
q−x;
1
θ2qN
,N; q
)
= (1− qx)(1−θ2qx−1)KQtmn
(
q−x;
1
θ2qN
,N; q
)
− (1− qx)(1−θ2qx−1) KQtmn
(
q−(x−1);
1
θ2qN
,N; q
)
−θ2q2x(1− qN−x) KQtmn
(
q−(x+1);
1
θ2qN
,N; q
)
+θ2q2x(1− qN−x) KQtmn
(
q−x;
1
θ2qN
,N; q
)
, (55)
which can be seen to coincide with the one given in [16].
7 Duality relation with affine q-Krawtchouk polynomials
In the preceding sections, the properties of the matrix elements χ(N)n,x of the unitary q-operator (17)
have been derived algebraically. Through the explicit expression (23) of the matrix elements in terms
of the quantum q-Krawtchouk polynomials, the properties of these polynomials have been obtained.
It is possible to express the matrix elements χ(N)n,x in terms of another family of orthogonal functions:
the affine q-Krawtchouk polynomials. These polynomials are defined as [16]
KAffn (q
−x; p,N; q)= 3φ2
(
q−n,0, q−x
pq, q−N
∣∣∣ q, q)= (−pq)nq(n2)
(pq; q)n
2φ1
(
q−n, qx−N
q−N
∣∣∣ q, q−x
p
)
. (56)
By inspection of the hypergeometric formula (21) for the matrix elements, it is easily seen comparing
with (56) that they can be written as
χ(N)n,x = θn−x
[
N
x
]1/2
q
[
N
n
]1/2
q
(θ2; q)1/2x (θ
2; q)1/2N−n K
Aff
x
(
q−(N−n);
θ2
q
,N; q
)
. (57)
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Note that here x appears as the degree. The properties of the affine q-Krawtchouk polynomials can
be obtained from those of the matrix elements. For example, with the help of the identification (57),
the generating relation (48) gives a generating function for the affine q-Krawtchouk polynomials
(−p q q−Nv; q)N 2φ1
(
q−x,0
− 1
pv
∣∣∣ q, qx−N
p
)
=
N∑
n=0
(q−N; q)n(p q; q)n
(q; q)n
q−(
n
2) KAffn (q
−(N−x); p,N; q) vn. (58)
The RHS of (58) corresponds to one of the generating functions for the affine q-Krawtchouk polynomi-
als given in [16]. However in the latter, the LHS is expressed in terms of a 2φ0 basic hypergeometric
series. The two expressions can be reconciled as follows. Consider the transformation identity
2φ1
(
q−n,b
c
∣∣∣ q, z)= bn(c/b; q)n
(c; q)n
3φ1
(
q−n,b, q/z
bq1−n/c
∣∣∣ q, z
c
)
,
given in Appendix III of [7]. Taking the limit as b→ 0 in the above, one finds
2φ1
(
q−n,0
c
∣∣∣ q, z)= (−c)nq(n2)
(c; q)n
2φ0
(
q−n, q/z
−
∣∣∣ q, z
c
)
.
Using the above relation in the LHS of (58), one easily finds
(−pvq1−N; q)N−x 2φ0
(
q−x, pqN−x+1
−
∣∣∣ q,−vq−(N−x))
=
N∑
n=0
(q−N; q)n(p q; q)n
(q; q)n
q−(
n
2) KAffn (q
−(N−x); p,N; q) vn,
which coincides with the generating function given in [16]. The expression (57) also implies a duality
relation between the affine and the quantum q-Krawtchouk polynomials. Indeed, comparing (57)
with (23), it follows that
K
Qtm
n
(
q−x;
1
θ2qN
,N; q
)
= (−1)
x(θ2; q)x
θ2xq(
x
2)
KAffx
(
q−(N−n);
θ2
q
,N; q
)
. (59)
Another duality exists between the quantum and the affine q-Krawtchouk polynomials. This duality
relation is of the form [16]
K
Qtm
n
(
q−x; p,N; q−1
)= (p−1q; q)n (− p
q
)n
q−n(n−1)/2 KAffn
(
qx−N; p−1,N; q
)
.
In view of the above, one could also take q→ q−1 in every formula to have the matrix elements of the
q−1-rotation operator (17) in terms of the affine q-Krawtchouk polynomials.
8 Conclusion
In this paper, it was shown that the quantum q-Krawtchouk polynomials arise as the matrix ele-
ments of unitary q-rotation operators expressed as q-exponentials in the Uq(sl2) generators in the
Schwinger realization. This algebraic interpretation was used to provide a full characterization of
these orthogonal functions, as well as of the affine q-Krawtchouk polynomials. We now plan to use
the results obtained in this paper to arrive at an algebraic characterization of the multivariate quan-
tum (and affine) q-Krawtchouk polynomials introduced by Gasper and Rahman [8].
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